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From the World's No. 1 Storyteller, James and the Giant Peach is a children's classic that has captured young reader's
imaginations for generations. One of TIME MAGAZINE’s 100 Best Fantasy Books of All Time After James Henry Trotter's parents
are tragically eaten by a rhinoceros, he goes to live with his two horrible aunts, Spiker and Sponge. Life there is no fun, until
James accidentally drops some magic crystals by the old peach tree and strange things start to happen. The peach at the top of
the tree begins to grow, and before long it's as big as a house. Inside, James meets a bunch of oversized friends—Grasshopper,
Centipede, Ladybug, and more. With a snip of the stem, the peach starts rolling away, and the great adventure begins! Roald Dahl
is the author of numerous classic children’s stories including Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Matilda, The BFG, and many
more! “James and the Giant Peach remains a favorite among kids and parents alike nearly 60 years after it was first published,
thanks to its vivid imagery, vibrant characters and forthright exploration of mature themes like death and hope.” —TIME Magazine
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly
images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a
new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
Based on the much-beloved Dragon Ball manga, this series will introduce a whole new audience to the fantastic adventures of
Goku and his friends. L to R (Western Style). Dragon Ball introduces a young monkey-tailed boy named Goku, whose quiet life
changes when he meets Bulma, a girl who is on a quest to collect seven "Dragon Balls." If she gathers them all, an incredibly
powerful dragon will appear and grant her one wish. But the precious orbs are scattered all over the world, and Bulma could use
the help of a certain super-strong boy... Fight to the Finish!
From the creators of the bestselling Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls series. An irresistible collection of five chapter books
about the real lives of five extraordinary women throughout history, including Ada Lovelace, Madam C. J. Walker, Dr. Wangari
Maathai, Junko Tabei, and Alicia Alonso. This hardcover boxed set includes: Ada Lovelace Cracks the Code Madam C. J. Walker
Builds a Business Dr. Wangari Maathai Plants a Forest Junko Tabei Masters the Mountains Alicia Alonso Takes the Stage This
gorgeous hardcover boxed set is the perfect gift to inspire any young reader. It contains five individual, historical fiction chapter
books, each exploring the life and times of an extraordinary woman in global history. Readers will meet Ada Lovelace—a
nineteenth-century pioneer in computer science; Madam C. J. Walker—an early leader in the African American beauty industry; Dr.
Wangari Maathai—an environmental warrior and Nobel Peace Prize winner from Kenya; Junko Tabei—a champion in
mountaineering who became the first woman to summit Mount Everest; and Alicia Alonso—a prima ballerina and remarkable
creator in the world of dance. Each stunningly designed chapter book features at least ten full-color illustrations from a female
artist, as well as bonus activities in the backmatter to encourage kids to explore the various fields in which each of these women
thrived.
Writing Irresistible Kidlit
Pokemon Classic Chapter Book Collection
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James and the Giant Peach
Understanding the Visual Arts
The Ultimate Guide to Crafting Fiction for Young Adult and Middle Grade Readers
Writing for Publication in Nursing

Publisher's Weekly called this book "amusing" and "engaging and accessible." "VERDICT This fun chapter book series is out of this world."School Library Journal review Super Heroes, Super Heroines, and a Parade!? For Kell, the Friends of Police Parade is a big deal, his first
Earthling parade. With Bree's help, he must figure out how to deal with City Hall, figure out fund-raising and find super heroes and super
heroines to march in the parade. To make things worse, Principal Lynx believes someone in third grade in an alien, and she has a new Alien
Catcher App on her smart phone. Survival on planet Earth just got harder for the Smiths, those friendly aliens from Bix! Will the Society of
Alien Chasers catch Kell and his family? Or will they outsmart Mrs. Lynx again. Read more of the ALIENS INC. CHAPTER BOOK SERIES
BOOK 1: Kell, the Alien BOOK 2: Kell and the Horse Apple Parade BOOK 3: Kell and the Giants BOOK 4: Kell and the Detectives
Tim and Kim's trip on the ship turns into a rescue mission for Sam, the Cod Fish. This is the perfect first chapter book for dyslexic children,
reluctant and early readers and written to improve fluency, comprehension and self-confidence.
Designated a Doody's Core Title! “Writing for publication is essential for disseminating nursing knowledge, and this book will surely prepare
budding authors and serve as a resource for experienced authors. It is a great reference for authors at all levels." Score: 100, Five Stars
--Doody's Medical Reviews This in-depth resource on writing for nurses—clinicians, graduate students, researchers, and faculty—guides users
through the entire process of writing evidence-based research papers and journal articles, disseminating clinical project findings and
innovations, and preparing manuscripts for publication. The completely updated fourth edition expands the content on conducting and writing
systematic, integrative, and literature reviews; disseminating evidence and writing papers on clinical topics; and reporting qualityimprovement studies. It provides new examples of excellent writing from a varied selection of nursing journals. Woven throughout is an
explanation of current writing guidelines for research such as CONSORT and PRISMA. Also included are electronic versions of useful forms
and updated web resources relevant to each chapter. Chapters feature helpful tables, figures, and illustrations; learner exercises to guide
development of competencies; and discussion topics designed to address the variety of challenges posed when writing for publication. The print
version of the book includes searchable digital access to entire contents. New to the Fourth Edition: Updated chapters and new examples from
a wide variety of nursing journals Expanded content on conducting and writing systematic, integrative, and literature reviews Guidelines for
reporting different types of research Criteria for evaluating the quality of a nursing journal and avoiding predatory journals Examination of
open-access journal markets Strategies for interprofessional collaboration Updated content on quality-improvement reporting Tips to avoid
plagiarism Guidance on writing case studies, case reports, policy papers, and articles Expanded discussion and examples of searchable
databases Electronic versions of useful forms Updated web resources in each chapter and in an appendix Key Features: Takes the reader step
by step through the entire process of writing for publication Covers conducting and writing a literature review and writing research, review,
quality-improvement, evidencebased practice, and clinical practice articles Delivers strategies for writing all types of journal articles,
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chapters, books, and other forms of writing Includes tips for turning dissertations, DNP projects, and course assignments into manuscripts
Details the submission, editorial review, and publication processes Includes a module for online courses in each chapter Includes Instructor’s
Manual, PowerPoints, and sample syllabus
Publisher's Weekly called this book "amusing" and "engaging and accessible." School Library Journal Review says, "VERDICT This fun
chapter book series is out of this world." Fun and Humor: Giants Stop Through this Story! If you're an alien on Earth, you have one giant
secret to keep. But after a while, even friends want to tell your secret. Kell and Bree plan a birthday party with giants--Big Foot, Cyclops,
Goliath and the Jolly Green Giant--while they struggle with keeping their own giant secret. But they have an even bigger problem: Principal
Lynx and the Society of Alien Chasers is back with a dog trained to sniff out an alien in a crowd. When Mom is stung by a bee, Kell must find a
doctor who can keep a giant secret, too. Will Aliens, Inc. be able to pull off the Giant Party and keep everyone happy? READ MORE OF THE
ALIENS, INC. SERIES BOOK 1: Kell, the Alien BOOK 2: Kell and the Horse Apple Parade BOOK 3: Kell and the Giants BOOK 4: Kell and
the Detectives
Music Then and Now
Busybody Nora
Kell and the Giants
Anne's Tragical Tea Party
Box Out
School Days
A "you are there" guide to masterpieces of Western music. Music Then and Now offers a vivid introduction to Western
music by focusing on 28 works in-depth. Its "you are there" approach--demonstrated by each chapter's rich historical and
cultural context--engages students in the excitement of hearing the music as original audiences did when the music was
first performed. Covering all historical periods and genres, the book gives students all the tools they need for close
listening. And with Total Access, every new copy of the book includes access to the ebook, streaming music, dynamic
Author Videos, and other online listening tools.
In the tenth chapter book in the New York Times–bestselling series, Amelia Bedelia’s aunt Mary has been popped the
question, and now Amelia Bedelia has a beach wedding to help plan! But there will be plenty of hitches before Aunt Mary
and her fiancé Bob can get hitched: a broken bridge, a mysterious woman, a captain who falls ill, a ripped wedding dress,
and even a lost ring. Fortunately flower girl Amelia Bedelia is on hand to help save the day—and to delight readers with
her take on wedding planning. The Amelia Bedelia chapter books star Amelia Bedelia as a young girl and feature funny
family and friendship stories just right for fans of Judy Moody and Ivy + Bean. The Amelia Bedelia books have sold more
than 35 million copies since we first met the iconic character in 1963! Illustrated throughout in black and white.
Captivate the hearts and minds of young adult readers! Writing for young adult (YA) and middle grade (MG) audiences
isn't just "kid's stuff" anymore--it's kidlit! The YA and MG book markets are healthier and more robust than ever, and that
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means the competition is fiercer, too. In Writing Irresistible Kidlit, literary agent Mary Kole shares her expertise on
writing novels for young adult and middle grade readers and teaches you how to: • Recognize the differences between
middle grade and young adult audiences and how it impacts your writing. • Tailor your manuscript's tone, length, and
content to your readership. • Avoid common mistakes and cliches that are prevalent in YA and MG fiction, in respect to
characters, story ideas, plot structure and more. • Develop themes and ideas in your novel that will strike emotional
chords. Mary Kole's candid commentary and insightful observations, as well as a collection of book excerpts and personal
insights from bestselling authors and editors who specialize in the children's book market, are invaluable tools for your
kidlit career. If you want the skills, techniques, and know-how you need to craft memorable stories for teens and tweens,
Writing Irresistible Kidlit can give them to you.
The third book in an early-reader series inspired by Anne of Green Gables, starring the spirited Anne Shirley as she
navigates her first days of school and the incorrigible Gilbert Blythe. Anne loves autumn in Avonlea, and she's been
enjoying her first three weeks of school. It helps that she walks to school with and sits next to her kindred spirit, Diana
Barry. However, one day, Gilbert Blythe joins the class. According to Diana, he's very handsome, and smart too. However,
Gilbert immediately gets on Anne’s nerves. When he pulls on Anne’s braid and calls her “Carrots” because of her red hair,
enough is enough. How can Anne enjoy school when Gilbert is ruining everything? Anne vows never to talk to Gilbert
again, and even stops going to school for a time when her teacher forces Anne to sit next to her rival. But later, when
Anne has an accident on the pond and her wooden plank sinks, who should come to her rescue but her nemesis, Gilbert
Blythe? Lovingly adapted by Kallie George with beautiful nostalgic illustrations by Abigail Halpin, this series is perfect for
fans of Anne, new and old.
Anne Arrives
Build a portfolio of real-life projects
Anne's Kindred Spirits
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls - The Chapter Book Collection
Fancy Nancy: Nancy Clancy's Ultimate Chapter Book Quartet
Ten Books in One

For fans of the Chronicles of Narnia comes the first book in the Wildwood Chronicles, the New York Times bestselling fantasy adventure
series by Colin Meloy, lead singer of the Decemberists, and Carson Ellis, acclaimed illustrator of The Mysterious Benedict Society. Wildwood
captivates readers with the wonder and thrill of a secret world within the landscape of a modern city. It feels at once firmly steeped in the
classics of children's literature and completely fresh. The story is told from multiple points of view, and the book features more than eighty
illustrations, including six full-color plates, making this an absolutely gorgeous object. In Wildwood, Prue and her friend Curtis uncover a
secret world in the midst of violent upheaval—a world full of warring creatures, peaceable mystics, and powerful figures with the darkest
intentions. And what begins as a rescue mission becomes something much greater as the two friends find themselves entwined in a struggle
for the very freedom of this wilderness. A wilderness the locals call Wildwood. The bestselling trilogy from Colin Meloy and Carson Ellis
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consists of Wildwood, Under Wildwood, and Wildwood Imperium.
Flexible organization, inclusive illustration program, expanded media resources.
Gotta read 'em all! Pok�mon chapter books perfect for middle-grade Pok�-Masters! This boxset contains the following 8 Pok�mon
chapter books: Scyther, Heart of a Champion; The Fourstar Challenge; Secret of the Pink Pokemon; Thundershock in Pummelo Stadium;
Psyduck Ducks Out; Talent Showdown; Race to Danger; Journey to the Orange Islands.
A fully revised and updated edition of the bible of the newspaper industry
Fight to the Finish!
The Berenstain Bears Chapter Book Collection
Business Law in the Global Market Place
Amelia Bedelia
Rowley Jefferson's Awesome Friendly Adventure
Psychology 2e
Why an awareness of Earth's temporal rhythms is critical to our planetary survival Few of us have any conception
of the enormous timescales of our planet's long history, and this narrow perspective underlies many of the
environmental problems we are creating. The lifespan of Earth can seem unfathomable compared to the brevity
of human existence, but this view of time denies our deep roots in Earth's history—and the magnitude of our
effects on the planet. Timefulness reveals how knowing the rhythms of Earth's deep past and conceiving of time
as a geologist does can give us the perspective we need for a more sustainable future. Featuring illustrations by
Haley Hagerman, this compelling book offers a new way of thinking about our place in time, showing how our
everyday lives are shaped by processes that vastly predate us, and how our actions today will in turn have
consequences that will outlast us by generations.
Ten chapter books in the beloved series that has sold more than a quarter-billion copies and been cherished by
children for more than fifty years! The Bear family lives in a big tree house down a dirt road in Bear Country.
Together Mama Bear, Papa Bear, Brother Bear, and Sister Bear learn about friendship, overcome fears, and find
adventure. Since its debut, the Berenstain Bears has been one of the most celebrated children’s series of all time,
capturing the hearts and imaginations of families across the globe. It has been adapted into two television series
and five seasonal specials on NBC. This collection of ten Berenstain Bears chapter books follows the Bear family
as they meet new friends, go to school, and learn how to dance. These classic tales are a delight for readers of all
ages.
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers during the 30 years after his death. It
describes how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the
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Mediterranean against a background of persecution. With an introduction by P.D. James
With Malice Toward NoneThe Life of Abraham LincolnHarper Collins
The Associated Press Stylebook 2015
The Acts of the Apostles
Amelia Bedelia Chapter Book #10: Amelia Bedelia Ties the Knot
Inspired by Anne of Green Gables
Counting by 7s
Timefulness
"What is your name?" That's what Nora asks her neighbors as she rides up and down the elevator of her
apartment house. She doesn't mean to be a busybody. She just wants to be like doorman Henry and know
all the people in her building--all 200 of them! And then one day Nora gets a great idea: they'll have
a giant party, for everyone in the building!
When aliens invade the earth, Tip, a human girl, and Oh, a banished alien, become friends and begin a
search for Tip's mother.
The official book on the Rust programming language, written by the Rust development team at the Mozilla
Foundation, fully updated for Rust 2018. The Rust Programming Language is the official book on Rust: an
open source systems programming language that helps you write faster, more reliable software. Rust
offers control over low-level details (such as memory usage) in combination with high-level ergonomics,
eliminating the hassle traditionally associated with low-level languages. The authors of The Rust
Programming Language, members of the Rust Core Team, share their knowledge and experience to show you
how to take full advantage of Rust's features--from installation to creating robust and scalable
programs. You'll begin with basics like creating functions, choosing data types, and binding variables
and then move on to more advanced concepts, such as: • Ownership and borrowing, lifetimes, and traits •
Using Rust's memory safety guarantees to build fast, safe programs • Testing, error handling, and
effective refactoring • Generics, smart pointers, multithreading, trait objects, and advanced pattern
matching • Using Cargo, Rust's built-in package manager, to build, test, and document your code and
manage dependencies • How best to use Rust's advanced compiler with compiler-led programming techniques
You'll find plenty of code examples throughout the book, as well as three chapters dedicated to
building complete projects to test your learning: a number guessing game, a Rust implementation of a
command line tool, and a multithreaded server. New to this edition: An extended section on Rust macros,
an expanded chapter on modules, and appendixes on Rust development tools and editions.
“The standard one-volume biography of Lincoln.” —Washington Post “Certainly the most objective
biography of Lincoln ever written.” —David Herbert Donald, New York Times Book Review The definitive
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life of Abraham Lincoln, With Malice Toward None is historian Stephen B. Oates's acclaimed and
enthralling portrait of America's greatest leader. In this award-winning biography, Lincoln steps
forward out of the shadow of myth as a recognizable, fully drawn American whose remarkable life
continues to inspire and inform us today. Oates masterfully charts, with the pacing of a novel,
Lincoln's rise from bitter poverty in America's midwestern frontier to become a self-made success in
business, law, and regional politics. The second half of this riveting work examines his legendary
leadership on the national stage as president during one of the country's most tumultuous and bloody
periods, the Civil War years, which concluded tragically with Lincoln's assassination.
Wildwood
Kell and the Horse Apple Parade
How Inclusion Shapes Design
The Secret Notebook
Revelation
Aliens, Inc. Chapter Book Series

The study of Law forms a component of many undergraduate and postgraduate programs. Its inclusion does not
aim to equip business practitioners with skill and expertise to render professional legal advice unnecessary, but
more to provide a legal framework of reference in which both strategic and more immediate business issues can
be placed. Equipping managers with a basic understanding of how law impacts upon business activity can help
them avoid legal pitfalls in the first place or at least identify potential problems at an early stage, to avoid
inconvenience and cost. International business can present problems that are not present in a purely domestic
transaction. Any law component in a management program should embrace it and by doing so the business
practitioner can be familiarized with the wider picture in which modern business, aided by technological
development, is increasingly practiced.
A heartbreaking and hilarious memoir by iCarly and Sam & Cat star Jennette McCurdy about her struggles as a
former child actor—including eating disorders, addiction, and a complicated relationship with her overbearing
mother—and how she retook control of her life. Jennette McCurdy was six years old when she had her first acting
audition. Her mother’s dream was for her only daughter to become a star, and Jennette would do anything to
make her mother happy. So she went along with what Mom called “calorie restriction,” eating little and weighing
herself five times a day. She endured extensive at-home makeovers while Mom chided, “Your eyelashes are
invisible, okay? You think Dakota Fanning doesn’t tint hers?” She was even showered by Mom until age sixteen
while sharing her diaries, email, and all her income. In I’m Glad My Mom Died, Jennette recounts all this in
unflinching detail—just as she chronicles what happens when the dream finally comes true. Cast in a new
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Nickelodeon series called iCarly, she is thrust into fame. Though Mom is ecstatic, emailing fan club moderators
and getting on a first-name basis with the paparazzi (“Hi Gale!”), Jennette is riddled with anxiety, shame, and selfloathing, which manifest into eating disorders, addiction, and a series of unhealthy relationships. These issues
only get worse when, soon after taking the lead in the iCarly spinoff Sam & Cat alongside Ariana Grande, her
mother dies of cancer. Finally, after discovering therapy and quitting acting, Jennette embarks on recovery and
decides for the first time in her life what she really wants. Told with refreshing candor and dark humor, I’m Glad
My Mom Died is an inspiring story of resilience, independence, and the joy of shampooing your own hair.
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school
students.
Riley Green invents a lie detector pen hoping to improve her status at a Washington, D.C. school, but the idea is
stolen, and her teacher entrusts her with a lost notebook of Nikola Tesla before disappearing. Includes facts
about Tesla.
With Malice Toward None
Dragon Ball: Chapter Book, Vol. 8
How Thinking Like a Geologist Can Help Save the World
Books 1 through 4
The Life of Abraham Lincoln
The World Book Encyclopedia
The fourth book in an early chapter book series inspired by Anne of Green Gables, starring the spirited Anne Shirley as she hosts her very first tea party
with her kindred spirit, Diana, to disastrous results. Anne loves having pretend tea parties by herself. She even decorates her room with branches and
colorful leaves for the occasion. Marilla Cuthbert, who adopted Anne in the last year, wishes Anne would act a little more sensibly. One day, Marilla comes
up with a plan to keep Anne out of mischief -- Anne can host her very own tea party and invite her kindred spirit, Diana Barry! Anne is thrilled, and sets out
to host the most lovely and grown-uppish tea party she can muster. But when she makes Diana sick by accidentally giving her the wrong drink, Diana's
mother is furious. Can Anne be forgiven? Will she ever be allowed to play with Diana again? Lovingly adapted by Kallie George with beautiful nostalgic
illustrations by Abigail Halpin, this series is perfect for fans of Anne, new and old.
The charming first book in a new early-reader series, starring the spirited -- and outspoken -- Anne Shirley as she first arrives at Green Gables. Marilla and
Matthew Cuthbert need help on their farm, so they've adopted what they hope will be a sturdy, helpful boy. Instead, Matthew finds Anne awaiting him at
the train station -- imaginative, brash, redheaded Anne-with-an-e. With her place at the Cuthberts' at risk -- particularly if nosy neighbor Mrs. Lynde has
anything to say about it -- Anne will have to learn patience, understanding and what it takes to make Green Gables her true home. Lovingly adapted by
Kallie George with beautiful, nostalgic illustrations by Abigail Halpin, Anne Arrives is perfect for new and old fans of Anne.
How inclusive methods can build elegant design solutions that work for all. Sometimes designed objects reject their users: a computer mouse that doesn't
work for left-handed people, for example, or a touchscreen payment system that only works for people who read English phrases, have 20/20 vision, and
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use a credit card. Something as simple as color choices can render a product unusable for millions. These mismatches are the building blocks of exclusion.
In Mismatch, Kat Holmes describes how design can lead to exclusion, and how design can also remedy exclusion. Inclusive design methods—designing
objects with rather than for excluded users—can create elegant solutions that work well and benefit all. Holmes tells stories of pioneers of inclusive design,
many of whom were drawn to work on inclusion because of their own experiences of exclusion. A gamer and designer who depends on voice recognition
shows Holmes his “Wall of Exclusion,” which displays dozens of game controllers that require two hands to operate; an architect shares her firsthand
knowledge of how design can fail communities, gleaned from growing up in Detroit's housing projects; an astronomer who began to lose her eyesight
adapts a technique called “sonification” so she can “listen” to the stars. Designing for inclusion is not a feel-good sideline. Holmes shows how inclusion
can be a source of innovation and growth, especially for digital technologies. It can be a catalyst for creativity and a boost for the bottom line as a customer
base expands. And each time we remedy a mismatched interaction, we create an opportunity for more people to contribute to society in meaningful ways.
Amelia Bedelia, the housekeeper with a literal mind, merrily upsets the household when she "dresses" the chicken and "trims" the steak with ribbons and
lace.
Flat Stanley: On Ice
The Rust Programming Language (Covers Rust 2018)
Anne's School Days
I'm Glad My Mom Died
Home
Mismatch

Flat Stanley and Arthur are excited to go ice-skating on the frozen lake. But when the weather suddenly warms up, Stanley finds
himself skating on thin ice! Beginning readers will love following along with Flat Stanley's winter adventure. Flat Stanly: On Ice
is a Level Two I Can Read book, geared for kids who read on their own but still need a little help.
School Days School is always exciting for Laura Ingalls and her sisters. Laura knows that learning can be fun, and there are so
many friends to play with at recess! The Laura Chapter Books are part of an ongoing series of Little House Chapter Books.
In the tradition of WONDER and TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD this award-winning New York Times bestseller is an intensely
moving, lyrically-written novel. COUNTING BY 7S tells the story of Willow Chance, a twelve-year-old genius who is obsessed
with diagnosing medical conditions and finds comfort in counting by 7s. It has never been easy for her to connect with anyone
other than her adoptive parents, but that hasn't kept her from leading a quietly happy life . . . until now. Suddenly Willow's world
is tragically changed when her parents both die in a car crash, leaving her alone in a baffling world. Her journey to find a
fascinatingly diverse and fully believable surrogate family is a joy and a revelation to read.
John Coy turns to the high-stakes world of high school basketball in this fast-paced YA novel--now in paperback with new cover
art! Sophomore Liam Bergstrom just joined the varsity basketball team. His teammates made varsity because they're good. Liam's
here because he's tall and Coach needs a guy who can grab rebounds. It's the chance Liam's been waiting for, but already he's
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playing catch-up. The other guys know what Coach expects, and they're willing to do things Coach's way, no matter what. So
when Liam questions the team's practice of praying together before games, he's suddenly the odd man out. Now Liam has to find
the guts to stand up for what he believes in--and take his game to a whole new level.
Machine Learning Bookcamp
Gateways to Art
Sam Is Stuck
The Chapter Book
You’ve never seen the Wimpy Kid World like this before—an entirely new, awesome, friendly, truly
fantastic fantasy quest from #1 international bestselling author Jeff Kinney! From the
imagination of Rowley Jefferson comes an adventure of epic proportions. Join Roland and his best
friend, Garg the Barbarian, as they leave the safety of their village and embark on a quest to
save Roland’s mom from the White Warlock. Will our heroes survive? Find out in Rowley
Jefferson’s Awesome Friendly Adventure! And don’t miss Rowley Jefferson’s first book, the
instant #1 bestseller, Diary of an Awesome Friendly Kid: Rowley Jefferson’s Journal!
Time to flex your machine learning muscles! Take on the carefully designed challenges of the
Machine Learning Bookcamp and master essential ML techniques through practical application.
Summary In Machine Learning Bookcamp you will: Collect and clean data for training models Use
popular Python tools, including NumPy, Scikit-Learn, and TensorFlow Apply ML to complex datasets
with images Deploy ML models to a production-ready environment The only way to learn is to
practice! In Machine Learning Bookcamp, you’ll create and deploy Python-based machine learning
models for a variety of increasingly challenging projects. Taking you from the basics of machine
learning to complex applications such as image analysis, each new project builds on what you’ve
learned in previous chapters. You’ll build a portfolio of business-relevant machine learning
projects that hiring managers will be excited to see. Purchase of the print book includes a free
eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Master
key machine learning concepts as you build actual projects! Machine learning is what you need
for analyzing customer behavior, predicting price trends, evaluating risk, and much more. To
master ML, you need great examples, clear explanations, and lots of practice. This book delivers
all three! About the book Machine Learning Bookcamp presents realistic, practical machine
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learning scenarios, along with crystal-clear coverage of key concepts. In it, you’ll complete
engaging projects, such as creating a car price predictor using linear regression and deploying
a churn prediction service. You’ll go beyond the algorithms and explore important techniques
like deploying ML applications on serverless systems and serving models with Kubernetes and
Kubeflow. Dig in, get your hands dirty, and have fun building your ML skills! What's inside
Collect and clean data for training models Use popular Python tools, including NumPy, ScikitLearn, and TensorFlow Deploy ML models to a production-ready environment About the reader Python
programming skills assumed. No previous machine learning knowledge is required. About the author
Alexey Grigorev is a principal data scientist at OLX Group. He runs DataTalks.Club, a community
of people who love data. Table of Contents 1 Introduction to machine learning 2 Machine learning
for regression 3 Machine learning for classification 4 Evaluation metrics for classification 5
Deploying machine learning models 6 Decision trees and ensemble learning 7 Neural networks and
deep learning 8 Serverless deep learning 9 Serving models with Kubernetes and Kubeflow
This fabulous box set edition includes four of the fantastic Nancy Clancy chapter books by New
York Times bestselling team Jane O’Connor and Robin Preiss Glasser in paperback: Nancy Clancy,
Super Sleuth; Nancy Clancy, Secret Admirer; Nancy Clancy Sees the Future; and Nancy Clancy,
Secret of the Silver Key! Kids who grew up with Jane O'Connor's Fancy Nancy picture books can
spend some quality time with their BFF because Nancy Clancy is now starring in her own chapter
books! Fans of Nancy Drew's Clue Crew will be happy to see a new Nancy join the ranks of super
sleuths. Robin Preiss Glasser illustrates Nancy's story with liveliness, wit, and fanciness.
The sweet and funny second book in a new early-reader series, starring the spirited and
outspoken Anne Shirley as she makes friends and settles into life at Green Gables -- with a few
hijinks along the way, of course! Anne is nervous and excited to meet Diana, a neighbor girl who
she just knows will be a kindred spirit. She's even more excited when she learns that she's
invited to her very first picnic! Until Marilla's precious brooch goes missing and it looks like
it's Anne's fault. That is, Marilla is upset and Anne's picnic adventure is now in jeopardy.
Ultimately, the misunderstanding with the brooch is resolved and Anne is able to go to the
picnic. Anne and Diana's friendship blossoms and Anne's bond with Matthew and Marilla grows
stronger. Lovingly adapted by Kallie George with beautiful nostalgic illustrations by Abigail
Halpin, this series is perfect for fans of Anne, new and old.
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